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We Americans
A
arre obsessed with
w happineess. But wheen asked to ddefine happiness most off
us draaw a blank. “We’ll know
w it when wee have it,” w
we say, but iss that really sso? If we
have no idea whaat happiness is how will we know it??
We won’t.
w
All wee know is th
hat we are no
ot happy now
w. So we set out to makee ourselves
happy
y by consum
ming whateveer it is that we
w believe w
will make us happy. We ppurchase
gym membership
ps, Botox injections, groo
oming produucts, numeroous digital deevices,
consu
ume moundss of empty caalorie foodsttuffs, and a nnever–endinng library of self-help
books. And nothiing works.
Why?? Because we
w have no id
dea what hap
ppiness is, soo how can w
we possibly bbuy our way
into it?
i
Dr. Jeennifer How
ward in her new book You
ur Ultimate Life Plan (yyes, another sself-help
book, but perhaps one that ju
ust might help
p you) beginns by offerinng us a definnition of
happiiness. For heer, happinesss is a mindseet that underrlies every otther aspect oof your life.
Happ
piness isn’t something yo
ou pursue an
nd attain; happpiness is thhe pursuit itseelf.
Think
k about that for a momen
nt. Thomas Jefferson
J
wrrote that hum
man beings hhave three
inalieenable rightss: the right to
o life, liberty
y, and the puursuit of happpiness. Life and liberty
are measurable
m
th
hings that on
ne can say on
ne has or doeesn’t have. B
But pursuit oof happiness
is som
mething elsee. Why not provide
p
us wiith the right to be happyy? Why only guarantee uus
the riight to race after
a
happineess?
Lots of people wh
ho grapple with
w this queestion answe r it by affirm
ming that happpiness itsellf
isn’t a fixed statee. Sometimess you’re happy and someetimes you’rre not.
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And whether or not you’re happy is often linked, as Dr. Howard writes, to the
circumstances surrounding your life. External forces over which you have no control
determine your feeling. If things are going well, you’re happy. If things are going poorly,
you’re not happy.
But Dr. Jennifer offers a different take on all this. For her, the pursuit of happiness is
what makes us happy. There is nothing to attain. The play is the thing. Winning and
losing are irrelevant if the game—life—is well played.
Your Ultimate Life Plan isn’t about winning the game, but about playing it more
effectively. Rather than imagine one can win at life, and then equate winning with some
tangible thing like wealth, realize that all life ends in death, and whatever it is you’ve
won up to that point is lost. This realization, if taken seriously, should free you from the
notion that you ever be happy once and for all. Happiness is not a steady-state condition.
It is, as Dr. Howard says, a mindset.
The mindset she offers to help you develop is all about process—pursuit to use
Jefferson’s words—rather than results. It is a mindset that finds happiness not in the
results of your actions but in the quality of your actions. By acting mindfully, gratefully,
with a sense of presence and purpose tied to the present moment rather than the future,
you will find an intrinsic happiness in simply being regardless of the state of your
becoming. She is talking not about outer change but inner transformation. This is how
Dr. Howard puts it:
As I see it, unless you do your psychological work you may not be as open to your
spiritual exploration as you’d like. For in the same way that your psychological issues
and unconscious programming can get in the way of your relationships, business success,
and happiness, they can also prevent you from fully embracing and experiencing the
depth, breadth, and beauty of your chosen spiritual path. That’s why Your Ultimate Life
Plan is so effective and powerful. When you combine psychological work with spiritual
practice (from whatever spiritual path you choose), you move forward with greater ease.
That’s why we leave no stone unturned.
You need to be willing to face and embrace yourself fully and let go of your desire to
avoid emotional work with a quick fix, relationship, teacher, philosophy, or book. What
you read can’t heal you, but it can open the door to a multitude of possibilities. Put into
practice, it can potentially transform you if it takes you deep enough and is based on
sound psychological and spiritual principles.
This may scare away lots of readers. After all this sounds like hard work, and it is. But
this work is part of the pursuit, and it is the pursuit that will make you happy.
This is key: unlike most self-help books that put the prize at the end of the process, Dr.
Howard’s book makes the process the prize. Happiness grows as you grow.
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You are not pursuing happiness; you are discovering happiness in the pursuit of a richer
and more meaningful life. You will die happy--not because you grasped the prize, but
because you lived it.
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